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• Aggregate assembly of a representative
thiazotropsin MGB was studied by NMR
and ITC.

• Diffusion NMR measurements concur
with numerical analysis of chemical
shift data.

• Molecular self-association occurs in a
head-to-tail, face-to-face mode of as-
sembly.

• Cognate DNA recognition by the ligand
goes via a closely allied, self-assembled
state.
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Aggregated states have been alluded to for many DNA minor groove binders but details of the molecule-on-
molecule relationship have either been under-reported or ignored. Here we report our findings from ITC and
NMR measurements carried out with AIK-18/51, a compound representative of the thiazotropsin class of DNA
minor groove binders. The free aqueous form of AIK-18/51 is comparedwith that found in its complex with cog-
nate DNA duplex d(CGACTAGTCG)2. Molecular self-association of AIK-18/51 is consistent with anti-parallel,
face-to-face dimer formation, the building block on which the molecule aggregates. This underlying structure
is closely allied to the form found in the ligand's DNA complex. NMR chemical shift and diffusionmeasurements
yield a self-association constant Kass = (61 ± 19) × 103 M−1 for AIK-18/51 that fits with a stepwise self-
assembly model and is consistent with ITC data. The deconstructed energetics of this assembly process are
reported with respect to a design strategy for ligand/DNA recognition.
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1. Introduction

Molecular recognition between the DNA minor groove and classical
small molecule DNA binders including Hoechst 33258 [1–7], berenil
[8,9], netropsin [10], distamycin A [11,12] and their derivatives (Fig. 1)
typically occurs as either 1:1 or 2:1 ligand:DNA complexes [13–15]. For
aromatic peptide minor groove binders (MGBs) based on heterocyclic
monomers such as N-methylpyrrole (Py) and N-methylimidazole (Im),
binding in either 1:1 or 2:1modes is governed by the DNAminor groove
width, which is DNA sequence dependent [16,17]. Non-equivalent
monomers are capable of binding to non-complementary DNA recogni-
tion sites when arranged anti-parallel to one another in a face-to-face
manner [16,18–20] andwhen joined eithermid-molecule via polycarbon
linker to create a sandwich dimer [21] or through intervening
γ-aminobutyric acid residues to create hairpin [22,23] or cyclic
[24–26] polyamide units. Hairpin and cyclic polyamides in particular
display DNA binding association constants suitable for a programmed
development of gene-targeting drugs [27,28], have cell penetration
characteristics and promising biological potential [29,30]. Notwith-
standing these advantages, the cyclic and hairpin MGBs are relatively
largemolecules supporting a case for the continued development of un-
linked MGBs as smaller, simpler synthetic molecules. With scope argu-
ably for more accessible commercial scale production together with
other advantages associated with the smaller size of unlinked MGBs,
such molecules remain attractive alternatives as potential therapeutic
molecules, for example to treat infectious disease, or biotechnological
tools.

A drawback to the unlinked strategy is that 2:1 ligand-DNA binding
occurs with lower association constants for unlinked self-assembled di-
mers compared with cyclic or hairpin MGBs together with a potential
entropic disadvantage. The symmetry of anti-parallel, face-to-face
ligand assembly in the DNA minor groove allows recognition of
self-complementary DNA sequences by such dimer assemblies. DNA
sequences of this type often occur at gene control sites making such a
process pertinent for applications in many fields [31]. Our MGBs of
Fig. 1. The chemical structures of Hoechst 33258, Netropsin, Distamycin A, Berenil and example
Thiazotropsin B and AIK-18/51.
this type possess strong anti-bacterial, anti-viral, and anti-parasitic
properties and one group of compounds has entered preclinical develop-
ment as antibacterial drugs [32]. Generalization of such a recognition pro-
cess, as demonstrated previously for hetero-dimer assemblies, would
allow tailored recognition to be targeted at specific, non-palindromic
DNA binding sites akin to the behavior of linked MGBs [16,18,28]. In-
creasing the strength of association between homo- or hetero-dimer
partners might allow such molecules to be favorably compared with
their hairpin or cyclic counterparts. Designing enhanced association be-
havior into potential ligands would therefore be valuable but for control
purposes requires an understanding of both the structural and energetic
factors that govern ligand self-assembly outside the context of DNA-
binding.

Our focus for such investigations lies with the thiazotropsins (Fig. 1).
These constitute a class of biologically active molecule known to form
tight binding complexes within the DNA minor groove [32–35]. The
so-called ‘Strathclyde Strategy’ has evolved increasingly lipophilic char-
acter within its ligand design program resulting in the type of molecules
shown. This feature not only assists with cell permeation but interest-
ingly also provides scope for the assembly characteristics of pairs of li-
gands to be enhanced and tailored through additional hydrophobic
interactions that can also occur between a DNA target and the MGB
[36]. Our investigations have led us to consider the detailed structural
and energetic characteristics of the unlinked homo-dimerMGBs belong-
ing to this class of molecule in both the presence and absence of DNA,
with a view to determine how the structure of ligand-on-ligand assem-
bly compares between the two processes. Many studies have alluded to
the propensity for DNA minor groove binding ligands to aggregate in
aqueous solution with experimental evidence supporting face-to-face
contact between near neighbors [37–39]. The effects of aggregation
may be alleviated by dilution which is suggested to favor monomers
[40]. Our premise for the thiazotropsins is that a preferred arrangement
of ligands may be the dimer rather than monomer and that aggregates
may be constituted from assemblies of dimers. To our knowledge, no
previous study has attempted to assess in detail the structural (including
s of the thiazotropsin class of DNAminor groove binding ligand including Thiazotropsin A,
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the relative orientation of neighboring ligands) and energetic relation-
ship between DNA binding ligands themselves in the absence of DNA
and made a direct comparison with the ligand assembly structure
when bound to the ligand's cognate DNA sequence. In this article
we compare the overall energetics for MGB–DNA complex forma-
tion, for which a full theoretical consideration has been presented
recently [41], with those of ligand-on-ligand assembly. Using NMR
spectroscopy, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and molecular
modeling, we describe here a study of the self-assembly characteristics
of AIK-18/51 (Fig. 1) representing one member of the thiazotropsin
class of MGBs. The study is combined with an assessment of its
complex-forming character with the DNA duplex d(CGACTAGTCG)2.
Our findings show that when enhanced lipophilicity is designed into
MGBs, strong face-to-face association is apparent that is crucially of
an anti-parallel nature in aqueous solutions for the free MGB in a
manner directly akin to the structure found in the MGB–DNA complex.
These observations suggest pre-association of ligand dimers in the form
required for DNA binding. By suchmeans, a lowered entropic penalty is
expected for DNA binding comparedwith stepwise cooperative binding
of monomer ligands, opening the way towards development of small
MGBs with substantially enhanced DNA binding capability.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

3-(5-Isopropyl-2-(1-methyl-4-(1-methyl-4-(nicotinamido)-1H-
pyrrole-2-carboxamido)-1H-pyrrole-2-carboxamido)-thiazole-4-
carboxamido)-N,N-dimethylpropan-1-aminium TFA salt, AIK-18/51
(MW = 733.8 g.mol−1) was synthesized at the University of Strathclyde
according to previously reported procedures [32,42]. Piperazine-
1,4-bis(2-ethanesulphonic acid), PIPES, 2-(carbamoylmethylamino)-
ethanesulfonic acid, ACES, sodium chloride, NaCl and ethylenediamine-
tetraacetic acid, EDTA, were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich and used
without further purification. DNA (sequence d(CGACTAGTCG)) was
synthesized on a 15 μmol scale and supplied (1.14 μmol) as a HPLC puri-
fied, dry lyophilized powder by AlphaDNA (Montreal, Quebec, Canada),
which was used without further purification. Details of all buffer and
sample preparations are supplied in the Supporting Information.

Briefly, ligand solutions were prepared for ITC at a concentration
of 5 mM and for NMR studies, separate solutions were prepared for
resonance assignment studies (1 mM, 0.43 mg, 0.58 μmol, 550 μL
90% H2O/10% D2O) and for the purposes of self-association studies
(5 mM, 2.02 mg, 2.75 μmol, 550 μL, 100 mM phosphate buffer solu-
tion, pH = 7.4 in 99.9% D2O). Formation of a 2:1 ligand:DNA duplex
complex was monitored by 1D 1H NMR spectroscopy through titra-
tion experiments.

2.2. ITC measurements

ITC measurements were carried out using a MicroCal VP-ITC in-
strument equipped with a sample cell volume of 1.4399 mL and run-
ning under Vp Viewer ITC (2000) software control. Ligand association
titration experiments were carried out from a solution of AIK-18/51 at
a concentration of 5 mM in PIPES buffer. Binding constant, Kass, and
enthalpy of association, ΔHass parameters were evaluated using the
software application IC-ITC [43].

2.3. Diffusion modeling

Self-assembly models were used to assess the nature of the extended
mode of aggregation for AIK-18/51 based on NMR diffusion measure-
ments. Theoretical models (Eqs. (1) and (2)) were used for fitting,
which link diffusion coefficient and concentration, where K repre-
sents the binding constant, Kagg (where Kagg = 2 × Kdim, mol−1⋅dm3,
evaluated via numerical analysis), [compound] is the concentration of
material, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature (298 K), η is vis-
cosity (0.00111 Pa⋅s, equivalent to the viscosity of D2O at 25 °C), and
V is themonomer volume (adjusted for optimal curvefitting). The num-
ber of terms, n, refers to the summation runs over all aggregates from
monomers to n-mers with a limiting value of n = 50.
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Monomer volumes were adjusted to obtain the best fit of the ex-
perimental data. Determination of the optimum volume, V, was car-
ried out by minimizing the sum of the squares of the error, being
the difference between theoretical and experimental values.

2.4. NMR spectroscopy

NMRdatawere acquired on a Bruker AVANCE III 600NMR spectrom-
eter operating at a proton resonance frequency of 600.13 MHz (14.1 T
magnetic field strength) using a TBI-z probehead and running under
Topspin (version 2.1, Bruker Biospin, Karlsruhe). All data were accumu-
lated under full automation using IconNMR. Ligand 1H NMR signal as-
signments were made based on 2D [1H, 1H] NOESY, COSY and TOCSY
NMR data. Complex formation with d(CGACTAGTCG)2 was monitored
by 1D 1H NMR spectroscopy with data acquired using both excitation
sculpting and presaturation for solvent suppression. Further details
of the complete study of the DNA complex between AIK-18/51 and
d(CGACTAGTCG)2 are the subject of a separate article (in preparation).

Diffusionmeasurementswere carried out using either a bipolar gradi-
ent routine (Bruker pulse program ledbpgppr2s) or a double stimulated
echo routine (Bruker pulse program dstegppr3s) for which different
numbers of transients, ns (typically ns = 32, 64, 128 or 256), were
used depending on the concentration of the sample being studied
in order to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio in each data set. The
diffusion results were processed within the T1/T2 analysis module
of Topspin and fitted according to Eq. (3)

I ¼ I0e
−D 2πγGδð Þ2 Δ−xð Þ�104

ð3Þ

where, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (Hz/G, γ = 4257.7 Hz/G for proton),
δ is the duration of the gradient (s), Δ is the time between spatially
encoding gradients (s), I is the signal intensity, G is the amplitude of
the pulsed field gradient (G/cm) and x is a pulse sequence dependent
correction factor. Calibration of the spectrometer gradient strength for
the purposes of diffusion measurements was carried out using a small
amount of H2O contained within a Shigemi NMR tube assembly. A
literature value for the self-diffusion coefficient of H2O at 298 K of
2.299 × 10−9 m2⋅s−1 measured by the diaphragm cell technique
was used as the calibration value.
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2.5. Molecular modeling

Structure calculations were carried with a molecular mechanics pro-
cedure using X-PLOR (version 3.1) [44]. Atomic charges for the ligand
were calculated using Gaussian03W [45] by theMertz–Kollmanmethod
[46] with MP2/6-31G* basis set. Modeling of the aqueous environment
was performed by water molecules in the form of TIP3P [47] placed in
a box with sides of 54 × 30 × 30 Å (1663 molecules). The procedure
ofmolecular dynamics (MD) simulations corresponded to that used pre-
viously in the energy analysis of drug self-association [48]. The total evo-
lution time was equal to 1 ns. Coordinates for all atoms were saved
every picosecond. The approach used in the energetic analysis of ligand
dimerisationwas broadly similar to the energy decomposition approach
used previously for aromaticmolecules [48,49] and the reader is directed
to these articles for further information.

3. Results and discussion

NuclearMagnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and isothermal ti-
tration calorimetry (ITC) studies of DNA binding by the thiazotropsin
class of molecules show no observable evidence of single molecule
binding in a stepwise, cooperative manner. The data recorded by us to
date for the thiazotropsins suggest the occurrence of DNA binding by
an assembled homo-liganddimer unit [32–34,50]. As detailed in the fol-
lowing, our findings support the notion that ligand assembly occurs be-
fore complex formation for this class of molecule, a feature that may be
exploited as a general principlewhen considering the design of strongly
self-associating DNA minor groove binders.

3.1. NMR data assignments

NMRdatawere initially acquired for AIK-18/51with a view to deter-
mining a full 1H NMR signal assignment. Data acquired on a 1 mM
sample of the ligand in 90% H2O/10% D2O solution (Fig. 2a) afforded
observation of labile (NH) proton resonances, necessary for sequen-
tial resonance assignment purposes. With the aid of 2D [1H, 1H]
NOESY, COSY and TOCSY NMR data sets, a complete proton signal as-
signment of the molecule was achieved (Table 1).

Subsequently, NMR data were also acquired and assigned (Table 1)
for a 5 mM solution of the same ligand in 99% D2O phosphate buffer so-
lution at pH = 7.4. The signal assignments made for the 1 mM solution
were used as a basis for establishing the chemical shift assignments for
the 5 mM buffered solution in combination with the correlation data
(Fig. 2b). Differences were observed for the 1H NMR chemical shift
values assigned for the signals under each set of solution conditions, as-
sociated with a concentration and/or pH effect, which suggested the
presence in solution of self-assembled aggregates. Thiswas corroborated
by the following supporting evidence.

3.2. 1H NMR chemical shift and NOE analysis

1H NMR chemical shifts were measured as a function of solute
concentration at 298 K (Fig. 3a) and also as a function of tempera-
ture at a solute concentration of 2 mM (Fig. 3b). The results were an-
alyzed numerically to determine enthalpy of association (ΔHass) and
self-association constant (Kass) (Table 3).

Increasing values of chemical shift measured as a function of re-
duced solute concentration and temperature increase supported the
occurrence of aggregation. Deshielding arises as the equilibrium shifts
away from aggregation towards disassembled ligands and is a classi-
cal response observed for ‘face-to-face’ H- or J-stacked aggregates
bound by both electrostatic dipole–dipole and electronic π–π stabiliz-
ing interactions between ligands [39].

Supporting this assertion were the NOE data (Fig. 4) in which all
NOEswere negative, a feature normally associatedwith largemolecules
displaying ωτc > 1 (where ω is the Larmor precession frequency (Hz)
and τc is the molecular correlation time (rad⋅s−1)) but also character-
istic of large aggregates of small molecules.

Assignment of the NOE data revealed the presence of cross-peaks
which could only be explained by the occurrence of intermolecular asso-
ciation as summarized (Table 2) and shown for selectedNOE cross-peaks
(Fig. 5). The only model consistent with the assigned NOEs and the
chemical shift data was one in which molecules of AIK-18/51 were ar-
ranged anti-parallel to one another in a face-to-face fashion.

3.3. NMR self-diffusion data analysis

Self-diffusion values, measured by NMR spectroscopy as a func-
tion of solute concentration, were also supportive of association
into dimers followed by higher order association. These data were
assessed against theoretical models to further refine the description
of the self-assembly phenomenon. Ten concentrations of ligand in
the accessible concentration range (for NMR study) of 5–0.2 mM in-
clusive, were used for which diffusion coefficients were measured
from 7.22 × 10−11 m2s−1 (5 mM) to 15.8 × 10−11 m2s−1 (0.2 mM,
Fig. 6). Evaluated against different diffusion models [51] and following
adjustment of themolecular radius variable, with Kagg or Kdim restricted
to values measured via ITC, a good fit was obtained to the stepwise
(isodesmic) self-association model.

3.4. Isothermal titration calorimetry

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) data measured as a func-
tion of temperature were used to independently assess the same aggre-
gation phenomenon. Ligand aggregation in buffered aqueous solution is
immediately evident from the occurrence of an endothermic response
upon sample dilution (25 injections of 10 μL aliquots containing 5 mM
AIK-18/51 in PIPES buffer (10 mM) into a cell of volume 1.4399 cm3

filled with the same PIPES buffer, Fig. 7).
Insight into the origins of the aggregation behavior was gained by

reference to numerical analysis procedures, modeling methods and
the complementary NMR and ITC experimental approaches adopted.
Numerical analysis, using both ITC [51,52] and variable temperature
and concentration dependent proton chemical shift NMR data [53]
were used to evaluate thermodynamic and equilibrium parameters
associated with the ligand assembly (Table 3).

ITC data for AIK-18/51 in PIPES buffer were measured at 25, 35 and
45 °C and fitted using IC-ITC [43,52]. From the variable temperature ITC
data, the change in heat capacity ΔCp agg for isodesmic self-aggregation
was found to be −0.70 kJ mol−1 K−1 (see Supporting Information
Fig. S4). Values for Kass using a stepwise self-association model were
broadly similar for NMRand ITCmeasurements at 25 °C. The concentra-
tion and temperature dependent NMR proton chemical shift data were
also assessed against an indefinite non-cooperative (isodesmic) model
of association (Eq. (4))

δ ¼ δm þ δd−δmð Þ⋅2Kx0 þ 1−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Kx0 þ 1

p
Kx0

ð4Þ

where δ represents the experimentally measured 1H NMR chemical
shift, δm is the calculated limitingmonomer 1H chemical shift (i.e. at in-
finite dilution), δd is the calculated dimer 1H chemical shift, K is the
self-association constant and x0 is the solute concentration. The self-
association constant, Kass, and self-association enthalpy, ΔHass, deter-
mined for AIK-18/51 based on these NMR data were consistent with
values for the self-association of compounds of similar molecular
weight in aqueous solution [48].

3.5. Energetic analysis

The factors responsible for the ordered nature of the self-assembled
aggregate of AIK-18/51 were assessed by means of a detailed



Fig. 2. 600 MHz 1D 1H NMR spectra of AIK-18/51 in aqueous solution. a) Solution in 90% H2O/10% D2O at [C] = 1 mM. b) Solution in 99% D2O phosphate buffer at [C] = 5 mM.
Insets show expansions of the ‘aromatic’ region of the NMR spectra. See Table 1 for labeled signal assignments.
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decomposition of the self-association energy using a molecular dynam-
ics approach [48], results from which are detailed in Table 4. This pro-
cess revealed that the main source of stabilization energy connected
to dimer formation arises from intermolecular van der Waals forces
(ΔGim = −39.6 kcal⋅mol−1), hydrophobic interactions (ΔGhyd =
−29.9 kcal⋅mol−1), the creation of new vibrational degrees of
freedom (ΔGvib = −9.6 kcal ⋅mol−1) and electrostatic solvation
(ΔGsolv = −6.2 kcal⋅mol−1). Contributions that destabilize the dimer
arise from van der Waals solvation (ΔGsolv = 34.1 kcal⋅mol−1),
loss of translational and rotational degrees of freedom (ΔGtrot =
20.5 kcal ⋅mol−1), loss of hydrogen bonds to water (ΔGHB =
11.9 kcal ⋅mol−1) and electrostatic intermolecular interactions
(ΔGim = 10.1 kcal ⋅mol−1).

ΔGtotal is within 2.7 kcal⋅mol−1 of ΔGexp indicating that these re-
sults are reliable, considering the typical error associated with molec-
ular dynamics simulations (typically several kcal⋅mol−1) and the fact
that ΔGtotal is formed as the sum of large positive and negative num-
bers. The correlation of favorable and unfavorable interactions with
individual structural features is therefore required, which may be
used to build up complementary molecules by design. Selectivity with
respect to DNA binding sequence has been well established in these
MGBs and so the critical next stage is to create new MGB hetero-dimers
taking account of the binding and destabilizing interactions described
above. Empirical evidence to support this approach in terms of the avoid-
ance of unfavorable interactions is to hand from our previous studies in
which we showed that MGBs constructed from N-alkylpyrroles with
bulky alkyl groups such as iso-propyl or 3-methylbutyl bound weakly
or not detectably to DNA, Moreover such compounds were not active in
antibacterial assays. Similar results were foundwith 1,5-dimethylpyrrole
substructures and in compoundswith tert-butyl head groups. All of these
compounds are sterically hindered from forming dimers that bind
strongly toDNAwhich serves to emphasize the importance of themutual
fit of the components of a dimer [54].

3.6. Size and structure of aggregate components

Assessing the self-diffusion data in the context of the size and shape
ofmonomer and dimer ligands allowed further conclusions to be drawn.
To a first approximation the structures may be likened to cylinders. Mo-
lecular modelingmakes it possible to evaluate their approximate length

image of Fig.�2


Table 1
1H NMR chemical shift assignments for AIK-18/51 in both 90% H2O/10% D2O at C =
1 mM and in 99% D2O phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4) at C = 5 mM.

Position Chemical shift δ1H (ppm) Signal designation

1 mM aqueous
buffer-free solution

5 mM aqueous buffered
solution (pH = 7.4)

1 7.939 8.016 F
2 7.341 6.930 G
3 8.469 7.582 D
5 8.676 8.330 C
7 9.856 – –

9 6.754 6.224 K
11 6.880 6.514 I
12 3.691 3.400 M
14 8.949 – –

16 6.790 6.271 J
18 6.960 6.611 H
19 3.660 3.365 N
21a – – –

25 3.818 3.523 L
26 1.219 1.087 S
27 1.219 1.087 S
29 8.282 – –

30 3.232 3.002 O/P
31 1.955 1.836 R
32 3.151 2.962 O/P
34 2.900 2.821 Q
35 2.900 2.821 Q

a Chemical exchange results in the broadening of H21 beyond the limit of detection.

Fig. 3. Evolution of 1H NMR chemical shifts a) as a function of concentration at T = 298
K and b) as a function of temperature for [C] = 2 mM for aromatic protons of AIK-18/
51 in D2O phosphate buffer. Key: ♦—HC; ■—HF; ▲—HD; ×—HG; ∗—HH; ●—HI; □—HJ;
○—HK. Refer to Table 1 for signal assignments.

Fig. 4. NOE evidence of self-association for AIK-18/51. 600 MHz 1D 1H NMR spectrum
(TOP) and ω2 slice at δ1H = 8.33 ppm through the 240 ms mixing time 600 MHz 2D
[1H, 1H] NOESY NMR spectrum (bottom) for a solute concentration of 5 mM in 100 mM
D2O phosphate buffer, pH = 7.4, T = 298 K in which the negative NOE responses, antic-
ipated more usually for macromolecules, result from small molecule aggregation.
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and diameter. Thus, the monomer has length, L = 23 Å and diameter,
d = 5 Å; the dimer on the other hand has L = 23 Å and d = 10 Å.
Using the standard expression for translational self-diffusion coefficient,
Dt ¼ kT

3πηL ln
L
d, the self-diffusion coefficients of monomer (mon) and

dimer (dim) may be estimated: Dmon = 2.65 × 10−10 m2⋅s−1 and
Ddim = 1.45 × 10−10 m2⋅s−1. Fig. 6 shows that the experimental Dt

value asymptotically approaches a value of 2 × 10−10 m2⋅s−1 or higher
as C → 0. This qualitatively confirms the estimation of the value Dmon. If
the real magnitude of Dmon is taken to be Dmon = 2 × 10−10 m2⋅s−1,
it follows that Ddim should be close to Ddim = (1.45/2.65) ×
(2 × 10−10) m2⋅s−1 = 1.09 × 10−10 m2⋅ s−1. However, the ex-
perimental curve (Fig. 6) dips below the threshold value of
1 × 10−10 m2⋅s−1, thereby indicating formation of aggregates of
higher order than dimers. The choice of the stepwise model for the
NMR study is therefore vindicated.

Key to our results was the finding that aggregate assembly occurs for
the ligand in free aqueous solution with an arrangement of monomers
that mirrored the arrangement found for these molecules when bound
to the DNAminor groove. Detailed assignment and evaluation of a series
of 2D [1H, 1H] NOESY NMR data sets (mixing times in the range 30–
240 ms) enabled the dimer geometry to be investigated in more detail.
Intermolecular NOEs (nuclear Overhauser effect responses) were ob-
served for molecules arranged anti-parallel to one another (i.e. head-
to-tail, Fig. 8). The chemical shift and variable temperature NMR data
also attested a face-to-face arrangement.
Table 2
Observed NOEs between protons in AIK-18/51 (see structure for num-
bering scheme) together with distances calculated from an isolated
spin pair approximation (ISPA) approach and based on NOE build-up
curves.

Correlation Calculated distance (Å)

H5–H26/H27 4.2 ± 0.2
H2–H26/H27 4.0 ± 0.2
H11–H26/H27 4.7 ± 0.3
H5–H31 5.9 ± 0.3
H1–H31 5.0 ± 0.2
H1–H34/H35 4.9 ± 0.2
H2–H34/H35 5.6 ± 0.3
H5–H25 5.5 ± 0.3
H1–H25 4.6 ± 0.2
H3–H25 4.8 ± 0.2
H2–H25 4.5 ± 0.2
H5–H16 5.6 ± 0.3

image of Fig.�3
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Fig. 5. Portion of the 600 MHz 2D [1H, 1H] NOESY NMR spectrum of AIK-18/51 at
[C] = 5 mM, T = 298 K in D2O phosphate buffer (pH = 7.4) acquired at a mixing
time, τm = 40 ms and showing the NOE cross-peak region between aromatic proton
resonances and between aromatic and aliphatic proton resonances. Selected NOE as-
signments are highlighted for those cross-peaks that can only be explained by refer-
ence to a head-to-tail arrangement of associated molecules.
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This mode of assembly is not restricted to this molecule alone
according to our ongoing investigations with analogues of AIK-18/51.
We speculate that this mode of assembly is a generalized aqueous
Fig. 6. Self-diffusion coefficient measured as a function of concentration of solute.
Curve: stepwise self-assembly model; triangles: experimental self-diffusion data points
for AIK-18/51 as a function of concentration. All experimental data were determined for
AIK-18/51 in D2O phosphate buffer by NMR and calibrated against the self-diffusion coef-
ficient of H2O at 298 K.
solution phase form of this class of molecule. Restrained molecular
models and data from molecular dynamics simulations enable realistic
representations to be made of the anticipated homo-dimer assemblies
(Fig. 8). Further aggregation to form larger assembliesmight not neces-
sarily be possible with the same strength of intermolecular interaction
and could in fact be weaker but our data are unable to confirm this.

The data support the assertion that head-to-tail, face-to-face dimer-
ization occurs and may also be the preferred mode of monomer associ-
ation in the extended ligand aggregates. Such anti-parallel, face-to-face
pairing is suggested and mediated substantially by hydrophobic and
van der Waals interactions. The head-to-tail dimer character provides
maximum separation between electrostatic charges associated with
the 3-dimethylaminopropyl ‘tails’ of each monomer. Hydrophobic in-
teraction between the thiazole moiety of one molecule, especially its
isopropyl group, and the pyridyl ring of its partnermolecule (evidenced
by appropriate NOEs, Table 2) drives the stabilization of head-to-tail
dimer formation. Face-to-face dipole–dipole interactions between pep-
tide linkages and heterocyclic rings may add to such stabilization [55].
Further detailed studies on related systems are required to validate
this model, especially for the purposes of tailoring specific geometries
of assembly for both like and unlike molecules. This will require addi-
tional insight into the local sources of relevant intermolecular forces.

3.7. Comparison with a ligand/DNA complex

These findings are all the more compelling when the minor groove
DNA complexes of these molecules are considered in structural detail.
Many studies of complex formation between MGBs and DNA duplexes,
including our own with the thiazotropsins and related analogues [10],
have shown DNA recognition to occur in a 2:1 ligand:duplex binding
mode. What may have gone largely unnoticed, however, is that dimers
are assembled anti-parallel to one another in the same manner as that
described for the free ligand aggregates. AIK-18/51 is no exception in
this respect. Titration of a solution of theDNAduplexd(CGACTAGTCG)2,
containing the recognition sequence ACTAGT, with a solution of
AIK-18/51 and monitored by 1D 1H NMR spectroscopy revealed forma-
tion of a stable complex with C2v symmetry in slow exchange on the
NMR timescale (Fig. 9).

The symmetry of the complex reported by these data is evidence
enough to affirm 2:1 complex formation in which ligand molecules
are disposed in an anti-parallel, face-to-face manner with respect to
one another. Based on detailed analyses of the NMR data acquired
on this complex (article in preparation) our structure calculations show
that AIK-18/51 nestles comfortably within the DNA minor groove
against the self-complementary ACTAGT binding sequence in the
context d(CGACTAGTCG)2 (Fig. 10).

Study by NMR spectroscopy of both the free form of AIK-18/51 as-
sembled in buffered aqueous solution and of the 2:1 ligand:DNA duplex
complex of the same molecule bound within the DNA minor groove
carries with it the advantage that a comparison can be drawn between
the assembled structure of AIK-18/51 in both free and DNA bound
forms. The similarities are especially notable. In both cases, the set of
inter-ligand NOEs observed and assigned in the 2D [1H, 1H] NOESY
NMR data is fully consistent with the same arrangement of monomers
within each dimer assembly. This has important connotations when
considering the energetics of binding. Global rearrangement of a dimer
assembly prior to DNA binding would lead to unfavorable contributions
to the free energy of binding. However, binding of a preformed structure
requiring only subtle hand-in-glove changes to accommodate the ligand
assembly within the DNA minor groove would be substantially favored.
The benefits of such pre-assembly are threefold. Firstly, the dynamics of
the binding process are simplified compared with monomer binding
processes in a one-at-a-time manner according to a more classical
basis of cooperativity. Secondly, significant reduction in the entropic
penalty incurred on DNA complex formation is implied. Thirdly, the
design of smaller molecules as tools for DNA minor groove recognition

image of Fig.�5
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Fig. 7. Evidence of self-association for AIK-18/51 by ITC. a) Raw data traces showing heat effects per sample injection with time [TOP] and scaled per mole of injectant as a function
of ligand concentration. b) Experimental and fitted ITC data showing characteristic heat response on sample dilution for AIK-18/51 as an aggregated molecular system.

Table 4
Decomposition of the self-association energy for AIK-18/51.

Interaction Energy/kcal⋅mol−1
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will be facilitated if preassembly is well defined and catalogued. Pre-
organized states suitable for directed, specific recognition of DNA in the
form of composite ligands can therefore become a focus for molecular
scale structural design. This concept goes beyond single molecule design
towards composite assemblydesign for groups ofwell-definedmolecular
clusters. For success the rules of engagement need to be established,
tested and embedded into classical chemical design and synthesis.
Such information is not only useful in the current context but also
extends to fields in which self-assembly plays a central role inmaterials
work such as nanofabrication.

3.8. A role for designed assembly processes

Thepremise of ourMGBdesign strategy has been based to date on the
supposition that in amedicinal chemistry context, cell wall penetration is
expected to be improved by engineering enhanced hydrophobicity into
small MGBs [33]. This can be achieved without significantly increasing
Table 3
Thermodynamic and equilibrium parameters evaluated from ITC and NMR data for
AIK-18/51 in aqueous buffered solutions using a stepwise self-association model.

Method Temperature/°C ΔHass/kcal⋅mol−1a Kass/10−3 × M−1

ITC 25 −9.6 [−10.2 to −9.2]b (−10.9
[−12.8 to −9.8])

49.8 [38–66] (72.3
[47–125])

35 −11.1 [−11.9 to −10.7] 16.2 [12.2–21.7]
45 −17.7 [−26.5 to −13.6] 2.5 [1.3–3.8]

NMR 25 −15 ± 1 61 ± 19

a Buffers used: ITC—PIPES Buffer = 10 mM PIPES, 20 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH =
6.8; (ACES Buffer = 10 mM ACES, 20 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH = 6.9); NMR—
100 mM phosphate buffer, pH = 7.4.

b Numbers within square brackets are the lowest and highest values within the error
margins.
the size or weight of the molecule. The challenge now lies in the de
novo design of composite ligand assemblies as described. Engineering
of complementary pairs of non-identical small MGBs (such as for
hetero-dimer assemblies) based on precedent, would allow nonself-
complementary duplex DNA to be accessed through generalized pro-
gramming in a manner akin to that described for hairpin and cyclic
MGBs but instead using much smaller recognition templates. The
hetero-assembly character of complement partners would have to take
energetic preference over self-assembly homo-dimer formation for this
to be successful, which, for monomers X and Y constituting such a com-
posite assembly, would need to satisfy the equilibrium condition such
that KXY ≫ KXX or KYY. Precedent for this occurring already exists and
ΔGsolv
a ΔGim

b Totals

van der Waals (vdW) 34.1 −39.6 −5.5
Electrostatic (el) −6.2 10.1 3.9

ΔGtrot
c ΔGvib

d

Entropic 20.5 −9.6 10.9
Hydrophobic (hyd) −29.9
Hydrogen bonds 11.9
ΔGtotal −8.7
ΔGexp −6.0
|ΔGexp − ΔGtotal| 2.7

a Change in energy of interaction with the solvent (solvation energy).
b Change in energy of intermolecular interaction of the MGB molecules in the dimer.
c Change in energy due to loss of translational and rotational degrees of freedom.
d Change in energy due to the formation of new vibrational degrees of freedom.
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Fig. 8. Structure of the anti-parallel dimer assembly for AIK-18/51 based on 2D [1H, 1H]
NOESY NMR data with schematic showing unambiguously assigned NOEs between
substructures (double headed arrows, top) and a space filling representation (bottom)
from modeling of the dimer assembly.

Fig. 9. DNA imino- and ligand peptide-NH resonance region of the 600 MHz 1D 1H
NMR spectrum of d(CGACTAGTCG)2 in 90% H2O/10% D2O phosphate buffer (pH =
7.4) at a sample temperature of 298 K in the absence (a) and presence (b–d) of in-
creasing quantities of AIK-18/51. Loss of free DNA resonances (F) is indicated by down-
ward arrows; growth of ligand-bound DNA resonances (B) is indicated by upward
arrows. New resonances arising from ligand peptide NH resonances are indicated by
upward arrows and labeled Hn.

Fig. 10.Complex formation between the anti-parallel side-by-sidebinding of a homo-dimer
assembly of AIK-18/51 bound in the minor groove of DNA against the sequence ACTAGT in
the context d(CGACTAGTCG)2 calculated from experimental NMR data. a) Calculated struc-
ture of the complex showing the homo-dimer assembly of AIK-18/51 (space filling, sulfurs
are colored gold; peptide linkage carbonyl oxygens are colored salmon) bound to DNA
within awidenedminor groove setting (capped sticks together with a trace tube indicating
the path of the DNA phosphodiester backbone). b) Schematic showing the relative position
of bound monomers of AIK-18/51 with respect to one another and to the DNA sequence:
triangle: dimethylaminopropyl (Dp) tail; light pentagon: isopropylthiazole unit (iPrTh);
dark pentagon: N-methylpyrrole unit (Py); hexagon: pyridyl head group (Pyr).
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further extension of this work is therefore entirely feasible [18]. This
forms the basis of the challenge for further developments in this field.
Despite former studies, researchwork tailored specifically to the purpose
of exploring this challenge has not been attempted in a systematic man-
ner. Successful outcomes from such an approachwould lead to new tools
for DNA sequence analysis and detection and to the potential develop-
ment of new biologically active composite drugs. Further developments
along these lines will rely upon detailed knowledge of how electrostatic,
van der Waals, topological and hydrophobic factors can be used to
deliver hetero-assembled systems while simultaneously disfavoring
homo-dimer formation. Decomposition of the relevant contribu-
tions to the energetics of this process, as shown by this article, can
be combined with experimental characterization of the behavior of
such systems based on NMR measurements and ITC data. The pros-
pects for generating a model suitable for describing the behavior of
extended forms of such assemblies in solution may be proposed, a
work currently under consideration between our laboratories.

4. Conclusions

For the thiazotropsin class of molecules, represented in this work by
AIK-18/51, monomer assembly occurs in free aqueous solution to form
aggregates, data from which align with an assembly based on an anti-
parallel, face-to-face geometry. NOE NMR data indicate that the geome-
try of the dimer in free solution very closelymirrors that of the samemol-
ecule when bound to the minor groove of DNA in a 2:1 ligand:DNA
complex with the sequence d(CGACTAGTCG)2. Higher order aggregates
of the ligand exist in solution as shown by ITC and diffusion NMR data,
which fit to an indefinite non-cooperative self-assembly model. A
molecular dynamics approach reveals that the main factors driving
the assembly process are intermolecular van der Waals forces and
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hydrophobic interactions. Our data suggest that preassembly of dimer
pairs of MGBs constituted as components of larger aggregates and rep-
resented here by AIK-18/51 could occur in advance of binding to a DNA
recognition site. The finding suggests an entropic advantage for this
type of dynamic assembly process. Exploiting this phenomenon in
a directed manner may prove to be advantageous when considering
generalized programmable DNA recognition schemes for non-covalently
linked small molecule partners.
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